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'Schema Abstraction" in a Multiple-Trace Memory Model

Douglas L. Hintzman
University of Oregon

A simulation model of episodic memory, MINERVA 2, is applied to the learning of concepts, as

represented by the schema-abstraction task. The model assumes that each experience produces a

separate memory trace and that knowledge of abstract concepts is derived from the pool of episodic

traces at the time of retrieval. A retrieval cue contacts all traces simultaneously, activating each

according to its similarity to the cue, and the information retrieved from memory reflects the

summed content of all activated traces responding in parallel. The MINERVA 2 model is able to

retrieve an abstracted prototype of the category when cued with the category name and to retrieve

and disambiguate a category name when cued with a category exemplar. The model successfully
predicts basic findings from the schema-abstraction literature (e.g., differential forgetting of proto-

types and old instances, typicality, and category size effects), including some that have been cited as

evidence against exemplar theories of concepts. The model is compared to other classification

models, and its implications regarding the abstraction problem are discussed.

How is abstract knowledge related to specific experience? In
present-day terms, this question concerns the relationship be-
tween episodic and generic memories. This article explores the
possibility that there is only one memory system, which stores
episodic traces, and that abstract knowledge as such does not
have to be stored but can be derived from the pool of traces of
specific experiences at the time of retrieval. I demonstrate how
this might work by applying a simulation model of a multiple-
trace memory theory to the schema-abstraction experimental
paradigm, which is widely believed to capture in the laboratory

the processes by which generic or abstract ideas are formed.

Multiple-trace theories assume that each event to which one
attends gives rise to its own memory trace. Thus, repetition of
an item such as a word in a list does not strengthen a prior
representation (i.e., one predating the experiment or one laid
down by the item's first experimental occurrence); rather, it
produces a new trace that coexists in memory with traces of

other occurrences of the same item. Experiments supporting
the multiple-trace assumption have been primarily concerned
with the ability of subjects to remember an item's presentation
frequency, list membership, presentation modality, exposure

duration, serial position, and so forth (e.g., Hintzman, 1976;
Hintzman & Block, 1971; Hintzman, Block, & Summers, 1973;
Hintzman, Grandy, & Gold, 1981; Hintzman, Nozawa, & Irm-

scher, 1982). These are all episodic memory tasks, and multiple-
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trace theories are primarily accounts of how repetition affects
episodic memory.

We become familiar with concepts, however, through re-
peated encounters with category members, and so repetition
also plays a role in the acquisition of abstract categories. Is this
effect of repetition mediated by a different mechanism than the
one involved in episodic memory tasks? One view is that it is,
and that repeated exposure to exemplars of a category produces
not only traces of the individual events in an episodic memory
system but also a unitary, abstract representation of the cate-
gory in a functionally separate generic memory system (e.g.,
Tulving, 1983). The alternative view under consideration here
is that only traces of the individual episodes are stored and that
aggregates of traces acting in concert at the time of retrieval
represent the category as a whole. The simulation model shows,
in principle, how the latter might be accomplished. It demon-

strates, moreover, that a multiple-trace model comprising a
simple set of episodic memory assumptions can account for
many of the phenomena that have been reported in the litera-
ture on the schema-abstraction task.

There appear to be two basic ways in which people learn to
classify objects and events. One is through the presentation and
naming of category exemplars (as a child typically learns to tell
dogs from cats). The other is through explicit communication
about definitions (e.g., that of prime number), exceptions (e.g.,

a bat is not a bird), and the like. Learning through examples
appears to be a prerequisite to learning through communica-
tion, in that the latter depends on the learner's knowing the
meanings of at least some of the words. One reason for concen-
trating on the schema-abstraction task, rather than naturally
learned concepts, is that the task appears to capture in the labo-
ratory the more basic of these two types of learning, uncon-
founded by the acquisition of information through language. A
second reason is that the task allows careful control of variables
crucial to the understanding of learning—such as the frequency,
recency, and similarity of exemplars—which are usually un-
known in the case of naturally learned concepts. For these rea-
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sons, in its present form the theory advanced here attempts to
deal only with learning by example. It is assumed, however, that
linguistically communicated information is encoded in the
same episodic memory store.

The present multiple-trace theory of classification represents
the "exemplar" approach to concepts (e.g., Smith & Medin,
1981, pp. 143-161) taken to a logical extreme—where even an
individual, if encountered (and attended to) on several occa-
sions, is represented by more than one memory trace. Thus cer-
tain capabilities of exemplar models in general can be inferred
from the results reported here.

The simulation model, dubbed MINERVA 2, consists of a set
of core processes that interact with various task environments,
in several different computer programs. To date, the model has
been tested with some success on recognition memory, memory
for frequency, and paired-associates learning tasks, in addition
to schema abstraction. A preliminary summary of this work is
found in Hintzman (1984), and frequency judgments and rec-
ognition memory are detailed in Hintzman (1986). Only the
schema-abstraction work will be discussed here. In presenting
the model, I shall attempt to describe the core processes gener-
ally but in enough detail so that a reader could duplicate the
essentials of MINERVA 2 in any high-level programming lan-
guage. However, the computer model is only a metaphor for the
theory, and so it is appropriate to begin with an overview of the
theoretical ideas that the model is intended to represent.

Theoretical Overview

Every experience is assumed to be represented internally as
an active configuration of primitive properties (many of these
could be the output of Pylyshyn's, 1985, "transducers"). The
number of primitive properties is assumed to be large and to
range from simple emotional tones and modality-specific sen-
sory features (e.g., basic colors and odors) through properties
accessible by more than one modality (e.g., intermittency, spa-
tial location), to primitive abstract relations (e.g., before, same
as, greater than, has as parts). These properties are not acquired
by experience, although the ability to label them may be.

In assuming a large set of primitive properties of which some
are abstract, the present theory takes a rationalist, as opposed
to empiricist, view (Fodor, 1981). What is most important for
present purposes, however, is that the number of primitive prop-
erties, although large, is much smaller than the number of expe-
riences that a person has. Thus, experiences share properties,
and the similarity of any two experiences can be related roughly
to the number of properties they share.

A memory trace is a record of an experience or episode, and
so it preserves—perhaps imperfectly—the configuration of
primitive properties making up the experience. Every conscious
experience gives rise to its own memory trace, no matter how
similar it may be to an earlier one. Thus, phenomena that are
repeated but nevertheless command attention will be repre-
sented in memory over and over again. Because it will be neces-
sary in what follows to distinguish between the active represen-
tation of the current experience, on the one hand, and the vast
pool of largely dormant memory traces, on the other, I shall
adopt James's (1890) terminology and refer to the former

as in primary memory (PM) and the latter as in secondary
memory (SM).

Communication between primary and secondary memory is
assumed to be restricted to two simple operations: (a) A re-
trieval cue or "probe" can be sent from PM to all traces in SM,
and (b) PM can receive a single reply or "echo" that emanates
back from SM.

The probe is an active representation of an experience, in
PM, that is communicated in parallel to all traces in SM. This
communication process can be imagined as activation traveling
upward, over connections linking primitive-property nodes, at
a lower level, to episodic-trace nodes, at a higher level. Alterna-
tively, it can be thought of as a kind of resonance process in
which the information in PM is broadcast simultaneously to all
the traces in SM (Ratctiff, 1978). Whichever imagery one
adopts, each trace is assumed to be activated according to its
similarity to the probe. Thus, traces sharing many properties
with the probe are activated strongly, whereas traces that over-
lap little with the probe are activated hardly at all.

Activation of a trace implies activation of all its primitive
properties. That is, as the node-and-link image suggests, activa-
tion of the trace via the properties it shares with the probe
spreads to the trace's other properties, which it does not share
with the probe. In this way, information that the probe itself
does not contain may be activated in memory. This is the basis
of associative learning.

The echo that is returned to PM following a probe has two
characteristics: intensity and content. The intensity of the echo
depends on the total amount of SM activation that was triggered
by the probe. The greater the similarity of traces to the probe
and the greater the number of such traces, the greater is the
intensity of the echo. Echo intensity thus can serve as a kind of
familiarity signal. Recognition memory, judgments of fre-
quency, and judgments of familiarity are assumed to be based
primarily on the intensity of the echo (Hintzman, 1986).

The content of the echo is the pattern of activation among
primitive properties caused by the reactions of all SM traces to
the probe. The echo may itself be an experience in PM—that
is, an active configuration of the properties shared by many of
the traces that were strongly activated by the probe. It is the way
in which the echo content is determined that distinguishes the
present theory from most other current approaches to memory,
and so the point needs to be emphasized. The probe activates
all SM traces simultaneously, and all traces contribute simulta-
neously to the echo. Thus the content of the echo reflects the
summed contributions of all the traces in SM, each responding
according to its similarity to the probe. If several traces are
strongly activated, then the content of the echo will reflect pri-
marily their common properties, and—much as one sour note
or peculiar accent is drowned out in a chorus of voices—a char-
acteristic that distinguishes one activated trace from the others
will be masked in the echo emanating back from SM.

In a system such as this, the structure of the probe is crucial,
because it determines which particular combination of SM
traces will contribute importantly to the echo. Depending on
the specificity of the probe, the subset of strongly activated
traces may be large or small, and depending on the unanimity
of the traces in that subset, the echo content may be ambiguous
or clear. In this way, information of various degrees of abstrac-
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tion can be quickly retrieved from a single store of episodic
memory traces. Apparently, a full-fledged memory theory using
this scheme to select a few episodic traces from a very large
pool and abstract information from them in parallel was first
proposed by Richard Semon (1909/1923). The present theory
is compared with Semon's, among others, later in this article.

The Model

In MINERVA 2, memory traces are represented as lists of fea-
tures, much as they are in Bower's (1967) multicomponent
model of memory. An experience—or a trace representing an
experience—is a string of integers in the range -1, 0, +1. A
value of +1 in position j may be thought of as excitation of
property j, a value of —1 as inhibition of the property, and a
value of 0 as indeterminate. In most cases, feature lists are gen-
erated by a random process in which -1 and +1 are equally
likely. This scheme was chosen primarily for its simplicity and
for some of its mathematical properties, which will be men-
tioned below.1

Learning consists of copying the features of an experience
into a trace. In MINERVA 2 this is done probabilistically, each
feature being encoded with probability L. Forgetting is treated
as the inverse of learning; each nonzero feature has probability
Fof reverting from —1 or + 1 toO. Because learning and forget-
ting are complementary processes, learning with L = .25 would
be equivalent in its effects to learning with L = 1.00, followed
by forgetting with F = .75. It would be inappropriate to assume
that the model somehow captures all of the variables that con-
tribute significantly to the performance of human subjects in
an experiment, and so no attempt has been made to fit data
quantitatively. Rather, the simulations were intended to investi-
gate the functional relationships that the model predicts under
the manipulation of a variety of experimental variables. For this
purpose the exact values of parameters are usually not crucial,
and so in most of the simulations to be reported L was set at 1.

Activation of SM traces by the probe is depicted in Figure 1.
Lety =! . . .« index feature position (from left to right in Figure
1), where n is the total number of primitive properties, and let
i=l...m index traces (from top to bottom in Figure 1), where
m is the number of traces in SM. Then P(j) represents the value
of the jth feature of the probe, and 1\i,j) represents the value
of they'th feature of trace i. The similarity of trace i to the probe
is given by

n

J-l

where NR is the number of features that are relevant to the com-
parison, the number for which either P(J) or T(i,j) is nonzero.
S(i) behaves much like a Pearson r, being 0 if the probe and
trace are orthogonal and having a maximum value of+1. Nega-
tive values are also possible. Also, S(i) can be interpreted as X,
where X(j) = +1 when P(j) and T(i, j) are identical, X(j) =
-1 when P(J) = -1\i,j), and X(j) = 0 when either 1\i,j) = 0
or P(j) = 0. The numerator is a version of Tversky's (1977)
"contrast model" of similarity. Dividing it by NK gives 5(0 up-
per and lower bounds of+1 and—1.

The degree to which trace i is activated by the probe is a non-
linear function of similarity:

PROBE -1 + 1 -1 . . . . -1 + 1

Ad) + 1 O -1 . . . . -1 -1

0 + 1 + 1 . . . . -1 O

A(m) +1[+1[ -1 O +1

ECHO
INTENSITY

Figure 1, Trace activation. (Each trace is activated according to its simi-

larity to the probe. Feature values [j = 1 ... n] are listed from left to

right, and traces [i = 1. . . m], from top to bottom. A(i), the activation

level of trace i, depends on the proportion of features it shares with the

probe. Echo intensity is the sura of the A(i) values.)

(2)

Raising the similarity value to the power 3 produces generaliza-
tion gradients that are concave upward and, in effect, increases
the signal-to-noise ratio in the echo. Consider, for example, a
target trace and a nontarget trace having similarities to the
probe of .8 and .2, respectively. If activation were a linear func-
tion of similarity, just four such nontarget traces could over-
shadow the effect of the target trace. As given by Equation 2,
however, the A(i) values of the two traces will be .512 and .008,
a ratio of 64 to 1. The power 3 also has the advantage of preserv-
ing the sign of the similarity measure, so that when trace i is
orthogonal to the probe, the expected value of A(i) is 0. If the
power to which S(i) is raised is considered a parameter of the
model, then other activation functions are acceptable as long as
the sign of S(i) is retained in A(i). In the present work, however,
the only activation function used was that given in Equation 2.

As Figure 1 indicates, all traces in SM contribute to the inten-
sity of the echo. Echo intensity is found by summing the activa-
tion levels of all m traces:

(3)

1 This representation should be seen as a computational device only.

No claim is made that the complex structure of experience can be cap-

tured in simple feature lists.
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+1

+1 -I O

O +1

ECHO CONTENT

Figure 2. Retrieval of echo content. (Activation initiated by the probe
[see Figure 1 ] is passed down to all features of each trace, as the product

of A(i) and the feature value. For each feature, y, the products are

summed over traces to yield C(j). Echo content is the set of C(j) val-

ues.)

If there are no target-related traces in memory, positive and neg-
ative A(i) values should roughly balance, and the expected value
of 7 will be 0. In general, the more SM traces match the probe
and the greater their similarity to the probe, the greater is the
value of /. The / dimension has been used to simulate perfor-
mance in the recognition memory and frequency judgment
tasks (Hintzman, 1984, 1986); however, in the present simula-
tions no use is made of/.

Derivation of the content of the echo is shown in Figure 2.
The activation level of each trace is fed down to its constituent
features by multiplying each feature value by A(i). The activa-
tion of each feature in the echo is then found by summing these
products over traces:

(4)

The histogram or pattern of C(j) values shows which features
are shared by the strongly activated traces. Large positive or
negative C(j) values are common to a large majority of the acti-
vated traces, whereas small C(j) values are not.

The histogram of CQ') will always resemble that ofP(j), be-
cause the probe strongly activates only traces to which it is sim-
ilar. However, the activated traces may contain information not
included in the probe, and so the histograms of CO') and P(j)
can systematically differ. This is how MINERVA 2 accomplishes
associative recall. Because the schema-abstraction task requires
that category names be produced when category exemplars are
presented, the present simulations make use of this capacity.

Consider a way in which associative information about
name-face pairs could be represented in SM and retrieved. Let
j = 1 ... k represent features of the names, and,/ = k + 1 ... n
represent features of the faces. Then each trace with the full

complement of features.; = 1 ... n filled in encodes an experi-
ence with a name-face pair. Now, to retrieve a face given a
name, a probe is constructed that has F(l)... P(k) filled in,
and P(k + 1)... />(«) empty—that is, all equal to zero. In the
echo content, the name features O(l) ... C(k) will be fairly
faithful replicas of those in the probe, whereas features C(k +
1).. . C(n) will resemble the features of the associated face.
Retrieval of a name given a face can be done in the opposite
fashion.

Schema-Abstraction Task

Before turning to the simulation results, we need to consider
some of the basic phenomena that are to be explained. Research
with the schema-abstraction paradigm originated with the ex-
periments of Posner and Keele (1968), in which subjects
learned to classify random dot patterns. In a typical schema-
abstraction experiment (e.g., Homa, Cross, Cornell, Goldman,
& Schwartz, 1973), subjects may be trained to classify patterns
into three categories of different sizes (e.g., 3, 6, and 9 exem-
plars per category). All exemplars of a particular category are
distortions of a single prototype pattern; however, the subjects
do not see any of the three prototypes during learning, and they
are not told that prototypes exist. After the subjects have
learned to classify the 18 exemplars correctly, they are tested
for their ability to classify several types of patterns: (a) the "old"
training exemplars, (b) the three prototypes, (c) new low-level
(moderate) distortions of the three prototypes, (d) new high-
level (extreme) distortions of the three prototypes, and (e) "ran-
dom" patterns unrelated to the three prototypes. The same test-
ing procedure may be carried out, using an independent group
of subjects, after a retention interval ranging up to several
weeks.

Such experiments routinely produce the following results:
1. Classification of prototypes is more stable over time than

is that of old exemplars. A common pattern is for classification
of old exemplars to be clearly better on the immediate test but
to decline to about the same or a lower level than that of the
prototypes after a long delay (e.g., Homa et al., 1973; Posner &
Keele, 1970; Strange, Kenney, Kessel, & Jenkins, 1970). This
differential forgetting result has been taken as evidence that a
representation of the central tendency of the category (a schema
or prototype) is abstracted during learning and that this repre-
sentation decays more slowly than do traces of the training ex-
emplars themselves.

2. Old exemplars are classified better than new exemplars on
both the immediate test and the delayed test. The persistence of
this superiority has been interpreted as showing that, while the
prototype representation plays an increasingly stronger role in
classification with the passage of time, traces of the old exem-
plars remain and may continue to contribute to performance.2

2 The assumption seems to be that if only the prototype representa-

tion remained then the old and new exemplars, being equally similar to

the prototype, would be classified equally well. However, it is similarity
to the abstracted schema or empirical prototype derived through expe-

rience with the old exemplars that is crucial, not similarity to the proto-

type itself. Just as a sample mean is usually closer on average to the

scores in its own sample than to the scores of another sample from the
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3. Transfer of classification from the old exemplars to new

patterns is best for prototypes, intermediate for low-level distor-

tions of the prototypes, and worst for high-level distortions.

This gradation provides further support for the view that each

category is represented by a kind of prototype, and the similar-

ity of the result to typicality effects found with natural concepts

is a prime reason for the recent resurgence of interest in the

schema-abstraction task (Rosch, Simpson, & Miller, 1976).

4. Transfer to new patterns improves with increasing cate-

gory size, that is, the number of training exemplars in the cate-

gory (e.g., Homa et at, 1973; Homa, Sterling, & Trepel, 1981;

Homa & Vosburgh, 1976). This result has been taken as evi-

dence of the importance of variation; the greater the number

and, hence, variety of exemplars, the more effective the hypo-

thetical prototype abstraction process becomes.

5. The tendency to erroneously assign patterns, particularly

random patterns, to a category increases with category size

(e.g., Homa et at, 1973, 1981). This result has been seen as an

anomaly, for it is difficult to reconcile with the conclusion that

large categories are more accurately representated than small

ones. (The tendency can be reduced or eliminated by instruc-

tions — a result that will be discussed later.)

The functional relations just described appear to be particu-

larly robust, and so their explanation should be a central goal

of a model of the schema-abstraction task. In what follows,

these and several other findings from the schema-abstraction

literature will be considered.

Simulations

Method

With exceptions that will be noted, most of the simulation runs to be

described shared the following details:

1 . Each memory trace and each probe were represented as a vector

of 23 feature values (n = 23). Ten values (j - 1 . . . 10) were reserved
for the category name, and 13 values (j = 11 ...23) for the stimulus

pattern.

2. Three categories were used. For each simulated "subject," three

category names were generated at random, and these were paired with
three randomly generated prototype patterns. For each feature,

3. Exemplars of a category were generated by altering features of the

prototype. For a low-level distortion, exactly 2 randomly selected fea-

tures of the prototype,./ = 1 1 ... 23, were multiplied by - 1 . For a high-
level distortion, 4 features were changed in this way. (A change of 4 out

of 13 features may not appear extreme; however, changing 6.5 of the

features would produce a pattern orthogonal to its prototype and, thus,

not an exemplar of the category in any meaningful sense.)

4. Exemplars of each of the three categories were generated accord-
ing to rules that differed from one simulation run to another. In all cases,

however, each exemplar was combined with its category name to form

a 23-feature event encoded in a single memory trace.
5 . Testing was carried out using ei ther name probes lacking stimulus

features (i.e., F( 1 1 ) . . . P(23) set at 0) or stimulus probes lacking cate-

same population, the empirical prototype should be closer to the old

exemplars of the category than to new ones. Qualitatively, then, a

difference between old and new exemplars in classification is consistent

with the prototype-abstraction hypothesis.

gory name features (i.e., P(l)... P(10) set at 0). Details of the testing

procedure differed in different simulation runs.

Before we turn to simulations of classification data, let us examine

the associative recall process in more detail. There are two main points
to be made: One concerns the retrieval of abstract category representa-

tions, and the other concerns the problem of ambiguity in the retrieval

of category names.

Abstraction

With traces of category exemplars stored in SM, what is the

effect of a probe with a category name? To find out, 3, 6, and 9

high-level distortions of three category prototypes were gener-

ated. Each was combined with its category name, and one copy

was stored in SM, as just described, for a total of 18 memory

traces. Testing was then carried out using each of the three cate-

gory names as probes (features j = 1 ... 10 were filled in and

j = 11 ... 23 set at 0). Twenty subjects were simulated by carry-

ing out the entire procedure, beginning with the generation of

new prototypes, 20 times.

An example of the outcome is shown in Figure 3. Here, the

name of the 9-item category was used as the probe. The top

panel shows the histogram of the original prototype of the cate-

gory, and the bottom panel shows the histogram of the echo

content across the 13 stimulus features, that is, the values of

C(l 1) ... G(23). Clearly the echo is not an exact copy of the

prototype, but it does strongly resemble it. The correlation be-

tween prototype and echo is r =• .82.

Moreover, the echo resembles the prototype more than it does

any of the category exemplars that were stored. We know this

because each exemplar was generated from the prototype by a

rule ensuring that exactly four feature values were reversed in

sign, and in the echo only one feature is opposite in sign from

the prototype. This shows that MINERVA 2 is capable of retriev-

ing an "abstract idea," even though an abstraction as such was

never stored.

Not surprisingly, the degree to which the echo resembles the

Original

-1

Echo

-1

Figure 3. Retrieving an abstracted pattern. Top panel: the original pro-

totype of a 9-exemplar category. Bottom panel: the pattern returned in

the echo when the category name was used as the probe.
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original prototype increases with category size. This can be
seen by comparing the results of the 3-, 6-, and 9-exemplar con-
ditions averaged across the 20 simulated subjects. Mean echo-
prototype correlations for the three conditions (standard devia-
tions in parentheses) were .62 (.07), .73 (.06), and .79 (.06), re-
spectively. The example in Figure 3 is fairly typical of the 9-
exemplar condition, having r = .82.

Original

Ambiguous Recall Problem

What happens if the prototype of a category is used as a probe
in an attempt to retrieve the category name? In 20 additional
simulation runs with traces generated as above, each of the
three prototypes was used as a probe, and C(l) ... C(IO) of
the echo were correlated with the corresponding features of the
original category name. For the 3-, 6-, and 9-exemplar condi-
tions, the mean correlations (standard deviations in parenthe-
ses) were .58 (.31), .83 (.20), and .88 (. 15), respectively. Because
the category names were perfectly encoded in memory (L = 1),
the noise reflected in these correlations is due to interference
from the other items stored in SM. For an example of the degree
of match between the original name and the echo in the 9-exem-
plar condition, see the top two panels of Figure 4.

These far-from-perfect correlations illustrate the problem of
ambiguous recall. It would be intolerable for a device that must
reliably communicate hundreds or even thousands of category
names to produce them in such a sloppy way. To be sure, if there
are only three alternatives as there are here, then the obtained
echo-name correlations are high enough to allow fairly reliable
identification of a retrieved category name. The test item can
simply be assigned to the category whose name yields the high-
est positive correlation with the echo. This is the procedure that
was adopted in the simulations that follow.

The procedure is unsatisfying as a general solution to the am-
biguous recall problem, however, because it assumes an external
memory holding copies of all the acceptable alternatives, to
which the echo can be compared. This assumption was made
explicitly by Eich (1982), whose holographic network model,
like MINERVA 2, suffers from ambiguous recall. Eich assumed
that the output of the memory system was sent to a semantic
memory having the ability to identify ambiguous patterns.
Clearly, however, Eich's solution would violate the spirit of MIN-
ERVA 2, which attempts to explain episodic and generic memo-
ries without postulating two separate systems.

Fortunately, MINERVA 2 appears to provide an elegant solu-
tion to the ambiguous recall problem. As was already men-
tioned, the top two panels of Figure 4 show an original 9-exem-
plar category name and the corresponding echo produced when
the prototype of that category was used as the probe. The corre-
lation of the retrieved pattern with the original name is .74. The
third panel (Echo 2) shows the result of normalizing Echo 1
into the -1 to +1 range and using it as a secondary probe. More
precisely, in normalization each CO') value was multiplied by
g, where g = l/MAX[C(j)], j = 1 ... 23. Converting Echo 1
into a probe in this way and feeding it back into memory pro-
duced Echo 2, which was a better replica of the original name
than was Echo 1. Converting Echo 2 into a probe, in turn, pro-
duced Echo 3, shown in the fourth panel of the figure. A subse-

Echo 1

-1

Echo 2

Echo 3

-1
Figure 4. Retrieving and cleaning up a category name. (From top to
bottom: [a] the original name of a 9-exemplar category, [b] the pattern
returned in the echo when the category prototype was used as the probe;
[c] the pattern returned in the second echo when the first echo was con-
verted into a probe; [d] the echo resulting from a second echo-probe
conversion.)

quent Echo 4, not shown, was indistinguishable from the origi-
nal category name.

Figure 4 illustrates that MINERVA 2 is capable of bootstrap-
ping itself out of the ambiguous recall problem. In the rather
limited explorations of this process that have been conducted
so far, the illustration appears to be entirely typical. Three or
four echo-probe conversions are usually sufficient to produce
a virtually perfect copy of one of the category names that were
originally stored. The final result is usually the correct name,
but sometimes it is a perfect copy of one of the alternatives. In
the latter case, the subsequent echoes drift away from the cor-
rect answer rather than toward it.

One might object to the echo-probe conversion process on
the grounds that, in order to know when to initiate or terminate
the process, the system must know whether or not the retrieved
echo is what it is looking for. However, echo-probe conversion,
or its equivalent, might be an automatic component of recall.
One possibility is that the procedure is always executed a cer-
tain number of times. Another is that each echo is compared
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with the probe that initiated it, and another echo-probe conver-
sion is performed only if a discrepancy is found. Because suc-
cessive echoes appear to be quickly captured by one of the ac-
ceptable responses, arrival at a steady state could be used as a
signal to stop and produce the response.

What allows MINERVA 2 to clean up its own output as is illus-
trated by Figure 4? Notice that in the initial probe only features
of the stimulus pattern can activate traces, because the name
features (J = 1. . . 10) are all set to zero. Echo 1 returns values
for name features, however, and so when it is converted into
a probe, traces containing similar name-feature patterns are
activated more and traces containing dissimilar patterns are ac-
tivated less than they were initially. Over successive echo-probe
conversions, the strongest activation becomes more and more
confined to a particular subset of traces containing a particular
category name.3

Because the procedure that allows MINERVA 2 to bootstrap
its way out of the ambiguous recall problem consumes a consid-
erable amount of computer time, the capability was not used in
the following simulations. Instead, whenever the probe was a
stimulus pattern, the name features of the subsequent echo,
C( 1)... C( 10), were correlated with each of the category names
and the pattern was assigned to the category yielding the highest
positive correlation. In case of a tie, one of the tied categories
was selected at random, and in case none of the correlations was
positive, a residual "junk" classification was used.

Basic Findings

To evaluate the model's performance on the schema-abstrac-
tion task, 3,6, and 9 high-level distortions of three prototypes
were generated, respectively, and each was paired with the ap-
propriate category name and encoded in SM as described ear-
lier, for a total of 18 SM traces. Classification testing was carried
out using one probe per category representing each of the fol-
lowing conditions: (a) an old exemplar (one that was originally
stored in SM), (b) the category prototype, (c) a new low-level
distortion of the prototype, (d) a new high-level distortion of
the prototype, and (e) a random pattern. A forgetting cycle fol-
lowed, during which each feature stored in SM—that is, each
T\i,j)—either remained the same with Pr - .25 or reverted to
zero with Pr = .75. Then testing was done again in the same
way. Three hundred subjects were simulated by repeating the
entire procedure, from the generation of new prototypes and
names through the final test, 300 times.

Correct classification percentages are shown in the form of
forgetting curves in Figure 5, with the 3-, 6-, and 9-exemplar
data presented in separate panels. Notice first that for each cate-
gory size, differential forgetting of prototypes and old exem-
plars was obtained. That is, classification of the prototypes
suffered less from forgetting than did that of the exemplars that
had been stored in SM. As was indicated, this is the typical re-
sult with human subjects (e.g., Posner & Keele, 1970). Essen-
tially the same outcome was produced, using a best-match or
nearest-neighbor classification strategy, by MINERVA 1 (Hintz-
man & Ludlam, 1980). The MINERVA 2 model bases classifica-
tion on all traces, each weighted according to its similarity to
the probe, rather than on a strict nearest-neighbor rule. How-
ever, the explanation of the differential forgetting result is basi-
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Figure 5. Correct classification percentages as a function of category
size (3,6, or 9); probe type; and number of forgetting cycles. (One forget-

ting cycle equals 75% forgetting. Secondary memory [SM] contained

one copy of each exemplar. Each point is based oaN= 300.)

cally the same for both models: When little information has
been lost from memory, excellent performance is obtained if
the probe is identical to one of the originally stored exemplars,
but after much information has been lost, a probe that is moder-
ately similar to several of the original exemplars has a statistical
advantage in classification over a probe that is identical to only
one of them. Put differently, the old exemplar has the edge in
the original quality of the relevant information, whereas the
prototype has the edge in redundancy. The more noise is added
to the communication channel through forgetting, the more im-
portant redundancy becomes; hence the obtained interaction.

It is also clear from Figure 5 that classification of the proto-
type improves dramatically with increasing category size, and
transfer to new exemplars, both high- and low-level distortions,
follows this same pattern. Thus, in general, as is found with hu-
man subjects, transfer is an increasing function of category size
(e.g., Homa et al., 1973). Note further that performance on old
exemplars always exceeds that on new exemplars of the same
degree of distortion—another parallel with human data.

As for the ordering of the transfer conditions, for all three
categories the prototypes were categorized best and new high-
level distortions worst, with performance on low-level distor-
tions falling in between. This demonstrates the typicality effect
that characterizes natural concepts—that is, the fact that cate-
gory members vary in how representative of the category they
are (e.g., Rosen et al., 1976). Further, it is evident that family
resemblance must be the basis of classification (e.g., Rosen &
Mervis, 1975); defining features do not exist for these catego-
ries, and even if they did the model would not encode or use
those particular features in any special way.

The only major discrepancy between the simulated data of
Figure 5 and data from human subjects is that the forgetting
rates—particularly for transfer items in the larger categories-
are greater than human data show. A second simulation to be
described below demonstrates that these decay rates can be sub-

3 This capture process appears similar to the effect of feedback on the

neural net model described by J. Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, and Jones

(1977).
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Figure 6. Correct classification percentages when secondary memory

[SM] contains six copies of each exemplar. (All other parameters are the

same as Figure 5. Each point is based on N = 400.)

stantially reduced by increasing the number of traces per exem-
plar. (In the present simulation this parameter was set at 1.)

Finally, the classification of random stimuli into the three cat-
egories increased with category size, as it usually does with hu-
man subjects (Homa et al., 1973,1981). Of the random patterns
tested (N = 1,800, collapsing over forgetting cycles), 12% were
assigned to the junk category, and 22%, 31%, and 34% to the 3-,
6-, and 9-exemplar categories, respectively. The reason for this
category-size gradient is obvious: The more exemplars of a cat-
egory are stored, the more likely it is that one or more of them
will share several features with a randomly generated probe. In
MINERVA 2, random stimuli are more likely to be erroneously
placed in large categories than in small ones for essentially the
same reason that members of large categories are more often
correctly classified. In both cases, the more traces there are be-
longing to a category, the more likely it is that one or more will
generalize to the probe and influence its classification.

There is evidence that the tendency to place random stimuli
in larger categories can be reduced (Hartley & Homa, 1981) or
eliminated (Omohundro, 1981) by forewarning subjects that
the categories will be used equally often on the test. This has
been interpreted as an indication that the usual finding repre-
sents a response bias that this special instruction overrides.
However, the instruction could induce a bias (to use the catego-
ries about equally often) rather than eliminating one. If the in-
struction does eliminate a bias, then prototype-abstraction the-
ory should predict that subjects will assign fewer random stim-
uli to large categories than to small ones, because the large
category representations are supposed to be better denned. This
result does not seem to have been obtained.

Figure 6 shows the results of a replication of the previous
simulation (N = 400), with two changes: Each exemplar was
represented in SM by six traces rather than just one, and classi-
fication of random stimuli was not done. The differential forget-
ting result was again obtained, as were the category-size and
typicality effects. However, observed forgetting rates were lower
than in the previous simulation, especially for the largest cate-
gory, and as a consequence Figure 6 resembles human data
more closely than does Figure 5. Comparison of the two figures
shows that the observed forgetting rate depends not only on the

underlying parameter F but also on the number of traces in
memory. Therefore, the model predicts an over-learning effect
Observed forgetting rates in classification tasks should decrease
with increases in the number of training trials.

Prototype Similarity

As categories become more similar to one another, classifica-
tion learning becomes more difficult (Robbins et al., 1978), and
transfer to new exemplars suffers (Goldman & Homa, 1977). In
Experiment 1 of the Robbins et al. (1978) study, intercategory
similarity was varied by manipulating similarities among the
category prototypes. The original simulation described above
used category prototypes that were always independently gener-
ated or orthogonal, corresponding to the "unrelated" condition
of the Robbins experiment. For comparison with Figure 5, basi-
cally the same simulation was repeated using similar proto-
types. This was done by first generating a master prototype and
then producing category prototypes by changing exactly 3 of
the 13 master-prototype features, chosen at random. High-level
distortions of the three prototypes were then encoded in SM as
before, and then each of the 24 conditions represented in Figure
5 was tested. A total of 500 subjects were simulated.

Although the pattern of classification accuracy across condi-
tions was qualitatively the same as that shown in Figure 5, the
absolute level of performance was lower. This was true for 12 of
the 12 conditions before the forgetting cycle and for 10 of the
12 conditions after (in the 2 exceptions, performance in the sim-
ilar-prototype run was virtually tied with that in the orthogo-
nal-prototype run). Overall, classification accuracy was 66%
when prototypes were orthogonal and 57% when they were sim-
ilar. Between-category similarity thus makes categorization
more difficult for MINERVA 2, as it does for human subjects.

Category Breadth

Posner and Keele (1968) trained one group of subjects to clas-
sify medium-level distortions of prototypes and another to clas-
sify low-level distortions. The group that had learned with the
more extreme distortions showed better transfer to new items.
In a similar study by Homa and Vosburgh (1976), two groups
of subjects learned to classify patterns into three categories,
having 3, 6, and 9 exemplars, respectively. One group was
trained using mixed distortion levels (high, medium, and low)
and another using only low-level distortions. Transfer testing
showed an interaction between group and category size: Sub-
jects learning low-level distortions displayed better transfer on
the 3-exemplar category, and those learning with mixed-level
distortions showed better transfer on the larger categories. Both
studies have been interpreted as showing that categories are bet-
ter learned when training experiences are highly variable than
when variability is low.

The MINERVA 2 model was applied to the category breadth
problem by repeating the simulation shown in Figure 5 in all
details except that low-level distortions of the three prototypes
were stored in SM. Classification was better than that shown in
Figure 5 (where high-level distortions were used). This is the
opposite of the outcome that summaries in the literature fre-
quently report (e.g., Homa et al., 1981, p. 420).
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However, this may not be the failure that it at first appears to
be. In both the Posner and Keek (1968) and the Homa and
Vosburgh (1976) studies, original training was carried out until
a performance criterion was reached, and subjects learning with
more extreme distortions required many more trials to reach
the criterion than did those in the low-level distortion groups.
However sensible a performance criterion may seem from some
theoretical perspectives, from that of a multiple-trace theory it
is clearly inappropriate. One cannot match two groups on de-
gree of learning by matching their classification performance
when the respective difficulties of the classification tests are not
the same. This requirement is clearly violated when within-cat-
egory generalization is higher for one group than for the other,
as was true during the learning trials in these studies. The issue
is crucial because, as was shown above, the number of training
trials affects the model's transfer performance, particularly if
many trace features are missing (e.g., if either F > 0 or L < 1).
This suggests that the reported positive effect of category
breadth on transfer may be an artifact, owing to the confound-
ing of breadth with number of training trials.

In accordance with this argument, data published recently
by Homa and Cultice (1984, Figure 2) show clearly that when
number of training trials is held constant, subjects trained with
low-level distortions show better transfer—not worse—than
those trained with high-level distortions. To complicate matters
still further, Peterson, Meagher, Chait, and Gillie (1973) con-
ducted four experiments in which subjects were trained to crite-
rion before testing, and consistently found the opposite of the
Posner and Keele (1968) result. Homa and Vosburgh (1976) at-
tributed this to the small (3-exemplar) category size that Peter-
son et al. (1973) used but failed to mention that this was the
same category size used by Posner and Keele (1968).

As a test of the model's ability to account for the range of
findings regarding category breadth, four simulations were
done. In three of them, one trace of each exemplar was stored
in SM, and the training exemplars were high-, medium- (3 fea-
tures changed), or low-level distortions of the category proto-
types (Ws = 400, 400, and 600, respectively). A lower learning
rate was used than previously (L = .50). As before, there were
three category sizes, and classification was tested for one exem-
plar, the prototype, and one high- and one low-level distortion
from each category. The results are shown in the H-1, M-1, and
L-l panels of Figure 7. These results compare favorably with
those of Homa and Cultice (1984), displaying a clear trend to-
ward better classification performance with decreasing train-
ing-exemplar breadth.

The fourth simulation was carried out to determine the effect
of extended training. Ten copies of each medium-level training
pattern were stored in SM (N = 300). The data are shown in
panel M-10 of Figure 7. In comparison with the M-1 data, clas-
sification was better in every condition, demonstrating the re-
dundancy advantage of 9 additional traces of each exemplar.
More importantly, a comparison of the M-10 and L-l curves
shows that M-10 performance was better than L-l in 9 of the
12 test conditions, including all 6 comparisons involving trans-
fer to new low- and high-level distortions. The conclusion is
clear: The memory theory underlying MINERVA 2 predicts bet-
ter transfer after learning with low-level than with higher level
distortions when number of trials is held constant, but if extra
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Figure 7. Classification performance after learning with one copy of

each high-level distortion (H-l), medium-level distortion (M-l), and
low-level distortion (L-l), or 10 copies of each medium-level distortion

(M-10). (L = .50.)

training is given in the latter condition, this relationship may be
reversed. The model does not account for every detail of the
somewhat contradictory findings on category breadth but does
appear generally consistent with the major results.

Distortions of Exemplars

Homa et al. (1981) trained subjects to classify patterns into
categories of size 5, 10, and 20, and then tested for transfer to
new stimuli that were distortions, not of the category proto-
types but of the training exemplars themselves. Transfer to
these stimuli declined with the increasing distortion level of the
test item and improved with increasing category size. The effect
of distortion level was less for the larger categories than for the
smallest, however. This interaction was interpreted as showing
that as the category becomes larger, individual stored exemplars
play a decreasing role in classification and an abstracted repre-
sentation of the protoype has an increasingly powerful effect.
Homa et al. (1981) tested and rejected three exemplar models,
but none included the assumption of MINERVA 2: that classifi-
cation is determined by all SM traces in concert, with the con-
tribution of each weighted according to its similarity to the
probe.

To investigate the effects of category size on MINERVA 2's
classification of distortions of exemplars, a simulation was done
using three categories of 3, 7, and 15 high-level distortions.
Three copies of each exemplar were stored in SM using L = 1.
Testing was carried out with one old exemplar from each cate-
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were stored.)

gory, and distortions of that exemplar produced by changing
exactly 1,2, 3, or 4 of its 13 features. The prototype of each
category, which was a distance of 4 from each stored exemplar,
was also classified. The model's performance is shown in Figure
8 (Pf — 600), which appears similar to graphs published by
Homa et al. (1981). In particular, it shows the same interaction
between distance from the exemplar and category size. Thus,
even though it is an exemplar model, MINERVA 2 reproduces
the essentials of the Homa et al. (1981} results.

Context Specificity

According to the present theory, concepts do not have unitary
representations. The information retrieved from SM by a word,
for example, is a function of the particular subset of episodic
traces activated by the probe, and the probe consists not only
of the word but also of its context. The crucial dependence of a
word's meaning on context has proved difficult for theories of
semantic memory positing unitary concept representations to
explain.

A recent investigation by Roth and Shoben (1983, Experi-
ment 2a) illustrates the problem in terms of the study of natural
categories. Roth and Shoben had subjects rate the typicalities
of category members, for example, the beverages coffee, milk,
and tea. In the absence of a biasing context, subjects rated coffee
as a particularly good example of a beverage, tea as less so, and

milk even less. This ranking might be explained by assuming
that coffee is a nearly prototypical beverage and that tea is seen
as a better example of a beverage than milk because it is more
similar to the prototype. But Roth and Shoben (1983) showed
that by manipulating sentential context, one can reorder typi-
cality rankings in ways that the prototype model cannot easily
explain. For example, after reading about two secretaries gos-
siping and drinking a beverage during their midmorning break,
subjects ranked the three beverages just as they did without a
biasing context: Coffee was most typical, followed by tea and
then by milk. But after reading about a truck driver starting his
day by having a donut and beverage at his favorite truck stop,
they ranked them in the order of coffee, then milk, and then tea.
The latter ranking is inconsistent with the unbiased ordering,
and it also violates similarity relations, because tea is rated as
more similar to coffee than is milk.

To demonstrate an analogous effect in MINERVA 2, classifica-
tion percentages rather than typicality ratings were used. The
model was essentially unmodified from the one employed in the
previously described simulation runs, except that four contex-
tual features were added to each memory trace, in positions j =
24 ... 27. Two contexts were denned, with T(i, 24)... T(i, 27)
alternating +1, -1, +1, -1 for context A and -1, +1, -1, +1
for context B. Five category names and prototypes were gener-
ated. For each category, two SM traces of the prototype pattern
(analogous to coffee) were combined with the category name
(analogous to the label beverage) and stored in SM. One trace
included features of context A and the other features of context
B. Next, a low-level distortion (analogous to tea) was generated
by changing two randomly chosen features of the prototype.
This pattern was combined with the category name and en-
coded in a single trace that incorporated the features of context
A. Finally, a high-level distortion was generated by changing
four features of the prototype, combined with the category
name and encoded in a single trace that included the features
of context B. Thus there were four SM traces for each of five
categories: one of the prototype and one of the low-level distor-
tion in category A, and one of the prototype and one of the high-
level distortion in category B.

In classification testing, 18 probe types—all with name fea-
tures set at zero—were used for each category. Nine were gener-
ated by combining the prototype and the original low- and high-
level distortions with either no context (i.e., the four context
features set at zero), context A, or context B. The remaining 9
probes were generated by producing low-level distortions of
each of the three original patterns (i.e., similar to prototype,
similar to low-level distortion, and similar to high-level distor-
tion) and combining them with no context, context A, and con-
text B. After a cycle of 50% forgetting, testing was repeated. The
entire procedure just described was repeated 80 times, for 80
simulated subjects. Correct classification percentages from the
first test are presented in Table 1. (Because the same general
pattern across conditions was found after forgetting, data from
the second test are not shown.) Each entry is based on 400 ob-
servations.

The result was the same whether testing was done with the
stored patterns (top half) or with distortions of the stored pat-
terns (bottom half), although in the former case the outcome
is somewhat obscured by ceiling effects. When there were no
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Table 1

Correct Classification Percentages for Probes

as a Function of Stimulus Type and Context

Context

Stimulus type None

Prototype
Low distortion
High distortion

Similar to prototype
Similar to low distortion
Similar to high distortion

99.5
98.5
98.3

94.5
88.0
79.5

99.3
98.8
76.0

94.0
89.8
45.0

99.5
94.8
99.0

90.8
68.3
87.5

context cues, classification was ordered according to similarity

to the prototype. In context A, which favors the same ordering

(e.g., tea being more common in that context than milk), the

ranking was preserved. But in context B, where the test item

that is less similar to the prototype is more common, the rank-

ings of the two nonprototypical patterns were reversed. This is

analogous to the context specificity demonstrated in the Roth

and Shoben (1983) study. It should be noted that classification

was not determined solely by traces having the appropriate con-

textual features, if it were, then there would be no generalization

across contexts, and correct classification of items tested in the

inappropriate context would be near 20%, or chance—substan-
tially lower than the values that were obtained.

Similarity Among Exemplars

As a further challenge to MINERVA 2, we consider a finding

that Elio and Anderson (1981) interpret as inconsistent with

exemplar theories of classification learning. Reduced to its bare

essentials, the result can be illustrated by a comparison of two

conditions. In the control (no-similarity) condition, a probe is

to be classified whose stimulus features can be represented as

AB. Two exemplars of the target category have been learned:

AC and DB. The probe matches both exemplars equally well

(on A and on B), but the exemplars bear no similarity to each

other. In the experimental (generalize) condition, the probe that

must be classified is EF, and the two stored exemplars are EG

and EH. Again, the probe matches both exemplars equally well

(on E in both cases), but the two exemplars also match each

other on the same features) that they share with the probe.

The empirical question is whether classification of the probe

is better in the generalize condition than in the no-similarity

condition. If it is, Elio and Anderson (1981) argued, then perfor-

mance in the generalize condition must be based on some addi-

tional information not present in the no-similarity control, pre-

sumably a representation of the generalization "stimuli of the

formE belong in category 1." Elio and Anderson (1981) per-

formed three appropriate experiments using elaborately con-

structed stimulus sets (brief descriptions of individual members

of two fictional social clubs). In all three experiments, perfor-

mance in the generalize condition exceeded that in the control.

Rather than attempting to represent the Elio and Anderson

experimental materials in a form suitable for MINERVA 2,1 have

tried to aim at what seems to be the basic issue. Eight random

prototypes and their category names were generated, using fea-

tures j = 1 ... 10 for names and./' = 11 ... 22 for stimulus

patterns. Two exemplars were then generated from each proto-

type by multiplying 3 of the 12 stimulus features by — 1. In the

generalize condition, both exemplars were created by randomly

selecting the 3 features to be changed from the same set, 7=11
... 16. In the no-similarity, or control, condition, one exemplar
was generated by changing 3 features from the set j = 11... 16,

and the other by changing 3 in the set j = 17 ... 22. Thus, in

the control condition the two exemplars were orthogonal,

matching on exactly 6 of the 12 stimulus attributes. In the gen-

eralize condition, the two exemplars matched on between 6 and

12 of the features, the expected number of matches being 9.

Half of the eight categories were assigned to the generalize
condition and half to the control. With two exemplars per cate-

gory, there were 16 SM traces altogether; each an encoding of a

name-exemplar pair. The eight prototypes were then used as

probes, and as before, category assignments were based on cor-

relations of the name features of the echo, C(l). . . O(10), with

the eight category names. The echo-probe conversion routine,

described earlier, was then invoked twice. Echo 1, as a probe,

yielded Echo 2, and Echo 2 in turn became a probe for Echo 3.

A total of 300 simulated subjects were run, for 1,200 observa-

tions in the generalize condition and 1,200 in the control.

Correct response percentages on the three successive echoes

are shown in the top half of Table 2. For Echo 1, classification

accuracy does not differ reliably between the generalize and

control conditions (z = 1.42, p > . 15). This result is just as one

would expect, because the degree of activation of each trace de-

pends solely on its similarity to the probe, and similarity to the

probe was exactly the same (9 of 12 features) for every trace

in both conditions. Thus far, the simulation confirms Elio and

Anderson's (1981) conclusion that exemplar theories do not

predict their generalization result.

A different picture emerges, however, when the echo-probe

conversion process is allowed to operate. On both Echo 2 and

Echo 3, classification in the generalize condition was better than

in the control (zs = 5.53 and 7.95, respectively). The reason is

that echo-probe conversion allows activated traces to influence

one another, and they do so according to their similarity. Traces

in the same category match each other on all 10 name features

and half of the 12 stimulus features if they are in the control

condition (16/22 altogether), and on all 10 name features and

an average of 9/12 of the stimulus features if they are in the

Table 2
Correct Classification Percentages Over Three Successive

Echoes for Two Models of the Generalization Result

Model and condition

Conversion
Generalize
Control

Resonance
Generalize
Control

1

70.9
68.2

70.0
68.9

Echo

2

72.4
61.9

70.3
64.7

3

72.1
57.0

70.0
60.3
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generalize condition (an average of 19/22). The cumulative
effect of this difference increases across successive echoes, as
Table 2 shows.

There is another way in which traces might interact, and it
deserves some attention because it is suggested by the resonance
metaphor that was introduced earlier. The idea is that activation
among similar traces might be mutually reinforcing, much as is
activity among tuning forks of the same pitch. To explore the
implications of such a process, the echo-probe conversion pro-
cedure was deleted from the program, and a procedure was
added that allowed the activation produced by the probe to
spread among traces directly, according to their pairwise simi-
larities.

Specifically, let A(k) represent the activation of trace k by the
probe (at Time 1 ), and let B(i) be the activation of trace i by all
SM traces (at Time 2). Then,

B(i) = {(!/«) 2 (A(k) 2 (5)

In Equation 3, B(i) can now be substituted for A(i), to deter-
mine the content of the echo resulting from trace interaction.

With this procedure added to the program, the generalization
task was simulated for 150 subjects, or 600 observations per
condition. Again there were three classification attempts follow-
ing each probe: one using the echo produced by the probe itself,
one using the echo from the ensuing trace interaction described
by Equation 5, and a third obtained by applying the interaction
procedure yet again. Correct classification percentages are
shown in the bottom half of Table 2. Data from this resonance
model followed the same pattern as those from the conversion
model: the generalize and control conditions did not differ reli-
ably on Echo 1 but did on Echo 2 (z = 2.07) and Echo 3 (z =
3.59). Further, data from the two models were quantitatively
alike: None of the six pairs of corresponding values from the
two models differed significantly (all zs < 1 .43).

It is no accident that the generalization result emerges from
both the echo-probe conversion model and the intertrace reso-
nance model, or that the two are quantitatively indistinguish-
able. In the former model, Echo 1 represents the summed
effects of all traces in SM, and it is the similarity of each trace
to this aggregate pattern that determines how much activation
it feeds into Echo 2. In the latter model, the activation that each
trace feeds into the second echo is determined by that trace's
similarity to all activated SM traces (including itself). Although
the second method of computing the contribution of a trace to
the echo requires many more computations than the first, the
two produce the same results and are, in fact, formally equiva-
lent (see Appendix).

One implication of this equivalence is that the ability of MIN-
ERVA 2 to bootstrap its way out of the ambiguous recall prob-
lem (see Figure 4) does not rest solely on the echo-probe con-
version procedure. Although it has not been demonstrated, the
intertrace resonance version of the model should accomplish
the same result.

Discussion

The aim of this work was to explore the possibility that an
episodic memory theory might be able to explain how abstract

concepts are acquired from examples and how the concepts are
represented, without appealing to a separate generic memory
system operating according to special rules. In applying MIN-
ERVA 2 to the schema-abstraction task, we have seen that a
number of the most salient findings from the experimental liter-
ature are easily accounted for by the model. Among these find-
ings are several that have been interpreted as evidence against
an exemplar approach to categories, even though, as a multiple-
trace model, MINERVA 2 represents an extreme form of the ex-
emplar view.

It is important to note that, although traces of abstractions
were not involved in these simulations, the present theory does
not deny that abstract representations can be stored. Echoes, as
well as external stimuli, can contribute to the contents of PM,
and as Figure 4 shows, the echo triggered by a category name
can be an abstraction. If such an abstraction in PM were made
the object of conscious reflection, a trace of the resulting experi-
ence would itself be stored in SM. Although such a process was
not employed here, nothing in the theory forbids it. Indeed, it
would be highly implausible to assume that abstract ideas, as
retrieved in the echo, are never encoded in SM. Thus, an ironic
side benefit of an explanation of concept learning that does not
require abstract memory representations is an explanation of
how such representations could be learned.

Even though the present theory allows abstract memory rep-
resentations, there are good reasons for attempting to simulate
schema-abstraction results without such representations play-
ing a role. First, abstractions derived from one's direct experi-
ence may be encoded in memory only rarely—for example, in
a situation in which one attempts to define a term or to describe
or imagine a typical member of a category. Because the purpose
of most schema-abstraction experiments has been to investigate
a presumed automatic abstraction process, the instructions are
typically intended to discourage such attempts. Thus, it has
been assumed here that the sort of deliberate reflection that
would be necessary to formulate and store an abstraction in SM
is not common in these experiments.

Second, even if abstract traces were formed during training,
there is reason to doubt that they would play an important role
in classification. According to the present theoretical perspec-
tive, a trace of an abstraction would be just another episodic
memory trace (e.g., a record of an attempt to define a concept).
Such a trace would be strongly activated by a future attempt at
the same activity and could aid the attempt considerably, but it
would be unlikely to be strongly activated by a category mem-
ber requiring classification. The exemplar would be classified
primarily by analogy with past instances—"nonanalytically,"
to use the term of Jacoby and Brooks (1984)—whether a trace
of the abstraction episode existed or not.

Third, even a theorist who believes that abstract representa-
tions play a central role in the schema-abstraction task must be
concerned to know which phenomena require them for their
explanation. This may best be determined by a theoretical exer-
cise in which one attempts to get along without abstract traces.
From the residual phenomena not explained by the exercise,
one should get a hint as to what kind of abstraction process
needs to be added. A conclusion of the present study is that no
clear examples of such residual phenomena have been uncov-
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ered so far; even among very likely candidates, and so their num-
ber may be surprisingly small.

Denned more broadly than a particular experimental task,
abstraction has been the focus of considerable recent attention
in cognitive science. Semantic memory theorists in particular
have encountered two difficult problems: One is to explain how
the abstract knowledge that is assumed to be stored explicitly
in semantic memory was learned originally and how it is modi-
fied by experience. The other is to explain the flexibility and
context dependency that characterize the human use of con-
cepts.

Rumelhart and Norman (1978) confronted the learning
problem by proposing three different kinds of learning, each
appropriate to a different relationship between new input and
the abstract structures (schemata) with which the input is pro-
cessed. In accretion, the new experience can be handled by ex-
isting schemata without change; in schema tuning, only minor
modifications or adjustments of the existing structures are re-
quired; and in restructuring, new schemata must be specifically
designed to deal with new discrepant input. This proposal
vaguely suggests a powerful executive routine that is able to
identify and keep track of processing failures, diagnose their
causes, and infer the nature and amount of tinkering with exist-
ing structures that will be necessary to insure that the failures
do not happen again. Rumelhart and Norman (1978) do not
specify how all this might be done.

In a more ambitious vein, Schank (1982) has attempted to
spell out in some detail how processing failures might trigger
particular kinds of memory modifications. The key to under-
standing memory organization, Schank argued, is understand-
ing how a memory stored in one structure (e.g, a structure con-
cerning airplanes) can remind us of another memory that
should be stored in a different structure (e.g., one concerning
restaurants). He proposed that memory is continually reorgan-
izing itself on demand, by creating, modifying, and abandoning
abstract structures that serve to cross-classify experiences in
various ways.

The difficulty of explaining how abstract knowledge is ac-
quired, apparent in the efforts of Rumelhart and Norman
(1978) and Schank (1982), suggests that it might be worthwhile
to try a different approach. The view offered here is that, to the
extent that abstract knowledge as such is stored in memory, it
has no special status or function. All experiences to which one
attends are encoded as episodic traces, whether they violate
one's expectations or not (although a suprising event may com-
mand more attention than one that is routine). A new experi-
ence never modifies an old memory trace. It modifies memory
as a whole, in the sense that the addition of a trace can alter the
behavior of the system. The more the new trace differs from
previous ones, the more obvious the behavior change will be,
but even dramatic differences in the degree to which behavior
has changed do not imply different kinds of structural change
or learning. Because information is abstracted from concrete
experiences at the time of retrieval rather than during learning,
no sophisticated executive routine is needed to decide when and
how to tune, reorganize, or abandon memory structures. Re-
minding is not confined to predetermined structures, and
changes in behavior follow automatically from the indiscrimi-
nate accumulation of new episodic traces in memory.

The second difficult problem for current theories of semantic
memory has been to explain the apparent flexibility of retrieval.
Concepts appear to be too fluid and context-dependent to be
represented by fixed structures in fixed hierarchies, as is com-
monly assumed. The Roth and Shoben (1983) study discussed
earlier showed that the typicalities of category members can be
reordered by a change in sentential context. The flexibility with
which context can alter a word's interpretation led R. Anderson
and Ortony (197 5) to argue that "only in a vague, abstract sense
could words be said to have fixed meanings" (p. 168). Even a
common verb such as eat, though appearing to have a simple
core meaning, has very different implications depending on the
subject (e.g., termite, princess, snake) and object (crumb, pen-
cil, melon) with which it appears. Understanding a sentence
cannot be simply a matter of combining the dictionary mean-
ings of the words; somehow, knowledge about the world is used
to invoke the specific meanings that are appropriate in a partic-
ular context.

The MINERVA 2 model obviously cannot simulate sentence
understanding, but it does suggest a partial answer to the prob-
lem of polysemy. If there are no fixed concept representatives
in memory, but only traces of episodes in which the concept
name has been used, then it is understandable that the meaning
retrieved by a word should be highly context dependent. The
word eat could be said to be represented by a very large number
of traces that can be activated in parallel, but not all of these
traces will be strongly activated in any one encounter with the
word. Any particular active subset of these traces is a biased
sample from the population, and the active subset will vary in
both size and content from one occasion to another, depending

on the context in which the word appears.
Several other problems relating to language use take on a

different perspective when viewed in this way. Homonymy is
seen as an extreme case of polysemy, in which a word has two
or more dissociated populations of traces, separated by a
boundary that active-trace samples seldom or never cross. It can
be seen how essentially the same meaning could be expressed
in several different ways, depending on context, and how two
different languages might carve up experience along somewhat
different lines. And idiomatic expressions need not seem anom-
alous if one assumes that the retrieved meaning of a word, being
highly context dependent, can be constrained by other words
with which it co-occurs.

Evidence that a context-specific meaning of a word is some-
times retrieved directly during comprehension, rather than hav-
ing to be constructed, was provided by Potter and Faulconer
(1979). Then- subjects listened to sentences and were occasion-
ally interrupted to confirm whether or not drawings depicted
objects that the sentences named. For example, immediately
following a noun phrase such as "burning house," a picture ap-
peared that represented either the noun alone (house) or the
noun phrase (burning house). The picture matching the noun
phrase was verified more quickly than the one matching the
unmodified noun, even though it was less typical of the general
category (e.g., house). Most interesting for our purposes is that
the size of this effect was a function of the familiarity of the
noun phrase: It was much greater when the phrase was familiar
(e.g., roasted turkey) than when it was unfamiliar (e.g., broken
screwdriver). This is what should occur if familiar noun phrases
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directly "look up" their meanings by activating appropriate
memory traces, making it unnecessary to construct their mean-
ings anew each time they are understood.

Much current thinking about how abstract information is
represented and retrieved has been influenced by schema the-
ory, which was originally applied to memory by Bartlett (1932).
Although the notion is notoriously difficult to pin down, a
schema is generally held to be a kind of holistic, coherent knowl-
edge structure that determines expectancies, organizes encod-
ing, and systematically distorts retrieval in the direction of in-
ternal consistency. Two excellent reviews of schema theory are
available, by Alba and Hasher (1983) and by Brewer and Naka-
mura (1984). Most modern schema theorists appear to assume
that a schema is a data structure that has its own unitary repre-
sentation in memory. However, it is not clear that this is what
Bartlett (1932) had in mind in describing schemas as "masses
of organised past experiences" (pp. 197-198). Although he did
argue against enduring traces of individual events, his emphasis
on the active, momentary nature of schemas suggests something
like the echo of MINERVA 2.

Because even advocates of schema theory (e.g., Brewer & Na-
kamura, 1984) admit that Bartlett was too hasty in dismissing
trace theory, perhaps it would not be too heretical to suggest
that schemas are based on traces. Thus, rather than an abstrac-
tion that is stored in memory, a schema may be a temporary,
dynamic structure that springs into being when a retrieval cue
occurs. It could then summarize information in the memory
traces activated by the cue, fill in uncertain details, and dictate
expectancies—and it would continually change as the experi-
ence unfolds. A modification of schema theory along these lines
would have the advantage of explaining the relationship be-
tween traces and schemas and would avoid the vexing question
of how schemas are learned.4

Comparison With Other Exemplar Models

Exemplar theories of concept representation range from the
moderate position that abstract concepts such as bird might be
represented by somewhat less abstract concepts such as bluejay,
robin, and so forth (Smith & Medin, 1981), through the inter-
mediate view that concepts are represented by individuals
(Brooks, 1978), to the present view that individuals as well as
more abstract concepts are represented by traces of many epi-
sodes. Jacoby's arguments that repetition effects in perceptual
enhancement are based on episodic traces rather than threshold
changes in logogens (e.g., Jacoby, 1983a, 1983b; Jacoby &
Brooks, 1984) are generally consistent with the present posi-
tion, in that logogens are assumed to be generic representations
of individual words (Morton, 1969).

Two other models of the classification process that have taken
an extreme multiple-trace view were presented by Restle (1961)
and Hintzman and Ludlani (1980). Restle assumed that each
training trial leaves behind its own trace and that classification
is done by sampling randomly from the set of traces until one
matching the test item is found. The test item is assigned to the
same category as the matching trace. The retrieval assumptions
of this model obviously differ from the parallel, similarity-
based mechanism of MINERVA 2.

The predecessor of MINERVA 2 was MINERVA 1 (Hintzman

& Ludlam, 1980). That model represented stimuli as complex
prepositional structures rather than as feature lists, and it had
nothing corresponding to the echo of MINERVA 2. It did not
combine information from activated traces, but simply classi-
fied stimuli according to a nearest-neighbor rule. The MINERVA
1 model was incapable of retrieving from memory a category
name or an abstract representation that had not explicitly been
stored. As was discussed earlier, MINERVA 1 and MINERVA 2
both predict the differential forgetting of prototypes and old in-
stances. Apparently the result does not require a strict nearest-
neighbor classification rule: The differential weighting of traces
according to similarity to the probe approximates the rule
closely enough to produce the same effect.

The context model of Medin and Schaffer (1978) is not pre-
sented as a multiple-trace model, although the authors do sug-
gest that it could be modified to deal with repetition in this way
(Medin & Schaffer, 1978, p. 232). In the context model, as in
MINERVA 2, classification is determined by all stored exemplars
of each category, each weighted according to its similarity to the
probe. Similarity is computed across features by multiplying
values that represent the degree of congruence between probe
and exemplar on each feature. The values range from 1 (identi-
cal) to 0 (completely different). To take a simple three-feature
example, if the probe and exemplar are identical on the first
feature and have similarity .3 on the second feature and .5 on
the third, the similarity of the probe to the exemplar is 1 X .3 X
.5 = .15. The effect of this multiplication rule is that similarity is
a positively accelerated function of the proportion of features
that match. In MINERVA 2, the similarity function S(i) is linear
with the proportion of matching features, but the activation
function A(i) is positively accelerated. Thus both models imply
generalization gradients that are concave upward, so that the
influence of an exemplar drops off rapidly with decreasing simi-
larity to the probe. Further, in both models, classification is de-
termined by summing the effects of all exemplars. The two
models differ in many particulars, including the way that fea-
tures are defined, but as applied to classification tasks their pre-
dictions may be practically the same.

McClelland (1981) described an exemplar model that, al-
though not a multiple-trace model, resembles MINERVA 2 in
several ways. First, classification is determined by the exemplars
in the neighborhood of the test item, acting in parallel. Activa-
tion of a trace is again a positively accelerated function of simi-
larity to the probe, although in this case the underlying mecha-
nism is lateral inhibition. Second, the retrieved information can
include not only a category name but also other properties of
the stored exemplars. The model can retrieve a description of a
typical category member, for example, by summing infor-
mation across traces, each weighted according to its activation
level. Third, any combination of features can be used as a
probe, to retrieve the other features with which the combina-

4 Of course, the simple feature lists used in MINERVA 2 do not capture
the kinds of complex structure that the representation of everyday

knowledge requires, and so the model cannot be applied directly to the
specific problems with which semantic memory theorists and schema

theorists have been concerned. It remains to be demonstrated that ab-
straction at retrieval is possible with structured information (e.g.. infor-

mation coded as in MINERVA 1 [Hintzman & Ludlam, 1980]).
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tion was most commonly associated. McClelland's model thus
shares with MINERVA 2 the ability to create concepts at the time
of retrieval by combining traces in novel ways.

Comparison With Nonexemplar Models

A nonexemplar model that has been successfully applied to
classification learning is the property-set model of Hayes-Roth
and Hayes-Roth (1977). Like earlier models of Neumann
(1974) and Reitman and Bower (1973), it proposes that what is
stored is a frequency count of each property in each category,
where the set of properties is the powerset of the features (i.e.,
the set of all possible sets of features). Thus, if an exemplar of
Category A is presented that includes Features 1,2, and 3, seven
Category-A counts are incremented: one each for Properties 1,
2, 3, 1 + 2, 1 + 3, 2 + 3, and 1 + 2 + 3. Classification of atest
item is performed by summing, over each of the item's proper-
ties, the number of times the property occurred in each cate-
gory, and then choosing the category giving the highest total.

Like the context model and MINERVA 2, the property-set
model produces a generalization gradient that is a positively ac-
celerated function of the proportion of matching features. The
reason is that the size of the powerset roughly doubles for every
unit increase in number of features. By emphasizing the unity
of the individual trace, MINERVA 2 and the context model weigh
conjunctions of features heavily, and this is done explicitly by
the Hayes-Roth model. Medin and Schaffer (1978) commented
that, as applied to the classification task, property-set models
make many of the same qualitative predictions as the context
model, and as we have seen the context model is very similar to
MINERVA 2. Among these competitors, then, the primary ad-
vantage of MINERVA 2 may lie in its applicability to nonclassi-
fication tasks.

The MINERVA 2 model may also be compared to composite-
trace holographic and associative matrix models, at least three
of which have now been applied to the basic schema-abstraction
task (Eich, 1982; Knapp & Anderson, 1984; McClelland &
Rumelhart, 1985). Eich's model, CHARM, produces the typical-
ity effect and category size effect. An attempt to reproduce the
differential forgetting of prototypes and old exemplars, however,
failed (Eich, 1982). Another apparent difference between
CHARM and MINERVA 2 is seen in the ability of the present
model to deal with the ambiguous recall problem (see Figure
4), which Eich (1982) solved only by invoking a separate "se-
mantic" memory system with the ability to identify the ambigu-
ous patterns retrieved from the composite trace. Associative
matrix models have likewise scored successes in accounting for
some typicality and category size effects (Knapp & Anderson,
1984; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985) but have not repro-
duced the range of empirical phenomena reported here. Ac-
counts of differential forgetting are conspicuously absent from
these reports. It is difficult to draw broad generalizations about
the behavior of these models as a class, because many such
models are possible (see Hinton & Anderson, 1981), they differ
in important ways (e.g., Pike, 1984), and only a few have been
tried on categorization tasks.

The present model is at the opposite extreme from holo-
graphic and associative matrix models in one respect: MINERVA
2 assumes that each experience is represented by a separate

memory trace, whereas the others postulate just one composite
memory trace in which all experiences are stored. It has been
argued that the effect of combining experiences at retrieval—as
is done by MINERVA 2—is indistinguishable from that of com-
bining them at encoding (Eich, 1982, pp. 654-655). However,
a system that waits until the time of retrieval to combine experi-
ences has more flexibility in how the combination is to be done.
The MINERVA 2 model is able to activate traces highly similar
to the probe much more strongly than traces moderately similar
to it (Equation 2) because it computes the activation of each
trace separately.5

As was suggested by the previous discussion, nonlinear gener-
alization functions seem to be characteristic of the most suc-
cessful models of the classification task. In fact, humans have
little trouble with categories that systems employing linear gen-
eralization functions cannot learn (Medin & Schwanenflugel,
1981).' The CHARM model, like most of the matrix models that
have been discussed in the literature, generalizes from past ex-
periences in direct proportion to the overlap between each expe-
rience and the retrieving probe (Eich, 1982, p. 635).

One way that a composite-trace model can escape this di-
lemma is to define some features (or properties) in a context-
sensitive or relational way—that is, as conjunctions of more ele-
mentary features (Hinton, 1981; McClelland & Rumelhart,
1985). Unfortunately, there seems to be no principled way to
limit the number of features that are to be so conjoined. The
extreme form of such a model would be one that treats every
member of the powerset of features as a separate input element,
much as was done in the classification model of Hayes-Roth and
Hayes-Roth (1977). Such a model would not have to combine
traces at retrieval, because an element for every conceivable
combination of features would have been predefined. Unfortu-
nately, the number of such elements grows exponentially with
the number of features. A less fantastic model can be imagined
that makes use of only a few levels (e.g., binary and trinary) of
conjunctions, or of some other reasonable-sized subset of the
powerset. The behavior of such a model might be quite similar
to that of MINERVA 2.

Comparison With Semon's Theory

The present attempt to account for episodic and generic
memories with the same system is remarkably similar to the
forgotten memory theory of Richard Semon (1909/1923; see
also Schacter. Eich, & Tulving, 1978). Semon assumed that each
experience leaves behind its own memory trace or "engram." A
retrieval cue was assumed to communicate in parallel with all

3 An interesting variation on the present model would be one in which
the generalization function is under some degree of intentional control;

for example, the exponent in Equation 2 could be set at 1 when broad

generalization is desired and 5 when the retrieval task requires sharp

discrimination.
6 A related problem discussed by Hinton (1981) involves the learning

of a set of triplets such as ACE, ADF, BDE, and BCF, in which one letter

predicts another only in the context of the third. Such item sets cannot

be learned by matrix models that encode only simple binary associa-
tions (A-C, etc.) and are learnable by MINERVA 2 only if the exponent

used in Equation 2 is greater than 1.
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traces, activating each according to its similarity to the cue. If

several traces having common components were activated si-

multaneously, they were said to be in a state of nondifferentiat-

ing homophony—a kind of resonant state in which the common

properties of the traces stand out and their distinctive properties

are masked, so that what appears in consciousness is an abstrac-

tion, rather than the content of a particular memory trace. The

term homophony suggests music sung or played in unison, and

Semon illustrated the notion with a chorus of voices metaphor.

Homophony played a central role in Semon's theory of mem-

ory, and an entire chapter of his book (Semon, 1909/1923,

chap. 16) was devoted to its role in abstraction. Computation

of the echo in MINERVA 2 can be seen as an information-pro-
cessing analog of Semon's notion of homophony.

Among current memory theories, the only ones I know of

that account for abstraction in this way are MINERVA 2 and

McClelland's (1981) model—inventions that were independent

of each other and of Semon's writings. Too kindly, perhaps,

Semon (1909/1923, p. 279) gave partial credit to Thomas Hux-

ley for independent invention of the idea. However, in the pro-

cess described by Huxley (1881, pp. 94-95), abstraction takes

place at the time of encoding, not at retrieval. Huxley offers as

an analogy the method of composite portraiture, in which a

photographic plate that has been partially exposed to a series

of faces displays an image of a generic face. He undoubtedly

derived this analogy from the photographic experiments of
Francis Gallon. Interestingly, it is in Gallon's writings rather

than Huxley's that one finds the germ of the notion of homoph-

ony. In a talk on composite portraiture given in April 1879,

Gallon proposed that abstract ideas may first arise during re-

trieval. "Whenever a single cause throws differenl groups of

brain elements simultaneously into excitement," he said, "the

result must be a blended memory" (Gallon, 1883, p. 229).

Semon's theory differs from Ihe one offered here in one im-

portant respect. Probably because he relied for his observations

almost entirely on introspection, Semon seems to have re-

stricted the conlenls of engrams to sensory features.7 The pres-

ent theory, however, assumes thai Ihere are many primitive

characteristics of experience lhat are abslracl, in lhal Ihey are

nol lied to any particular sensations, but that are encoded in

episodic traces much as sensory features are. This concession

to rationalist philosophy seems necessary if all acquired knowl-

edge is to reside in episodic memory. Schacter (1982) has

offered speculations on the reasons that Semon's memory the-

ory was ignored. Whatever Ihe reasons were, Ihe present simula-

tions suggest lhal, perhaps with a few modifications, Semon's

general approach to memory and abstraction deserves lo be
given a serious second look.

Anderson, R. C, & Ortony, A. (1975). On putting apples into bottles—
a problem of polysemy. Cognitive Psychology, 7,167-180.

Bartlett, F. C. (1932). Remembering. London: Cambridge University

'Translated literally, the original title of Semon's book is Mnemic
Sensations.
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Appendix

Equation 5 (see text) computes the contribution of each trace, /', to "
the echo resulting from intertrace resonance as the following: D(i) = [(!/«) 2

7-1
m " , Rearranging terms and substituting for C(j) yields

B(i) = {(!/«) 2 [A(k) 2 T(k,j)Tlijy\}3,
k=l J=l D(i) = {*(!/«) 2 [7TU) 2 A(k)T(k,j)}}3

where ^4(fc) is the activation of trace k caused by the probe. We want -/=1 l=1

to demonstrate that Echo 2, produced by the echo-probe conversion J ,̂ ^ ™ v ,„-.,, ^,-»
process, yields the same outcome. = fcO/«) Z 2 T\l, ])A(k)T(k, JW

According to Equation 3 (see text), given A(k\ the value of feature j j-\ k=i
in Echo 1 will be as follows: m "

= {*(!/») 2 [A(® 2 7TU)7l*,./)]}3

m k=l j-l
cu) = 2 A(k)nk,j). = 3flm<t=i * w-

Correlations with category names are not affected by the constant, g3;
These values are normalized by multiplying by a constant, g, and reen- therefore classifications based on D(i) and B(i) are the same,
tered as the secondary probe.

Activation of trace i by the secondary probe, from Equations 1 and 2 Received July 5, 1985
(see text), will be as follows: Revision received November 20,1985 •
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